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Mesoscopic proximity effect in double-barrier superconductorÕnormal-metal junctions
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We report transport measurements down toT560 mK of SININ and SNIN structures in the diffusive limit.
We fabricated Al-AlOx/Cu/AlOx/Cu~SININ! and Al/Cu/AlOx/Cu ~SNIN! vertical junctions. A zero-bias
anomaly was observed in a metallic SININ structure. We attribute this peak of conductance to coherent
multireflections of electrons between the two tunnel barriers. This conductance maximum is quantitatively fit
by the relevant theory of mesoscopic SININ structures. When the barrier at the SN interface is removed~SNIN
structure!, we observe a peak of conductance at finite voltage accompanied by an excess of subgap conduc-
tance.
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Transport through a SIN junction is a very well-know
problem for strong barriers, which leads to the spectrosc
of the superconductor.1 However, when the resistance of th
normal metal is comparable to the resistance of the barrie
quantum phenomenon, called reflectionless tunneling, ta
place. Experimentally, it is measured as a peak at zero v
age in the differential conductance characteristics of the
junction. This zero-voltage maximum conductance com
from coherent multiple Andreev reflections produced by
backscattering of electrons towards the SIN interface
duced by disorder in the normal electrode.2–5 This effect was
first observed by Kastalskyet al.6 in Nb/InGaAs contacts.
Since then, reflectionless tunneling was mainly measure
superconductor/semiconductor junctions with a mode
transparent interface due to the annealed Schottky barrier7–10

Very few results were obtained in metallic SIN junctio
because a normal metal is not disordered enough to retr
flect electrons towards the SIN interface and the oxide b
rier is too opaque.

It was proposed to compensate for the lack of disorde
the normal metal by a second tunnel barrier at some dista
d from the SIN interface.11–13The resulting SININ structure
would be the electronic analog of the Fabry-Perot effec
optical cavities. Coherent multiple reflection between
two tunnel barriers enhances the conductance at low en
and leads to a peak in conductance, equivalent to the re
tionless tunneling anomaly in semiconductor/supercondu
contacts. The peak of conductance is not sensitive to ela
diffusion inside the device, because of the electron-hole c
jugation induced by the Andreev mirror.14 However, if the
electron and the Andreev-reflected hole do not have the s
energy~because of finite temperature or voltage!, or they are
in the presence of a magnetic flux, a phase accumulates
tween the two Andreev reflections, breaking the coherent
dition of electronic amplitudes: the effect is then destroy
Theories also predict a crossover from this zero-b
anomaly to a finite voltage maximum conductance when
transparency of the barrier at the SIN interface is higher t
the transparency of the second barrier. This finite b
anomaly is due to the opening of a gap in the normal la
between the two tunnel barriers. Such a gap was observe
N/S bilayers: Vinetet al.15 and Moussyet al.16 studied dif-
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fusive Nb/Au bilayers by scanning tunneling microsco
spectroscopy and measured an induced~mini!gap in the nor-
mal metal due to the proximity effect. Such a behavior w
also observed by Gue´ron et al.17 with tunnel junctions depos
ited on a copper wire in good contact with a superconduc
~aluminum!. In this work we report the observation of th
zero-voltage maximum conductance in a metallic SIN
junction, as well as the observation of a finite voltage ma
mum conductance in its SNIN counterpart.

The SININ samples were fabricated by depositingin situ
an Al/Cu/Al-AlOx/Cu multilayer in a dc magnetron sputte
ing device with a base pressure of 1027 mbar. First, a se-
quence Al(150 nm)-AlOx/Cu(d)/Al(10 nm) was sputtered
on a Si/SiO2 38 wafer. The base electrode of aluminum w
oxidized with an exposure of 2 mTorr during one minute.
form the NIN (Cu-AlOx-Cu) barrier, the thin Al(10 nm)
layer was oxidized without breaking the vacuum unde
controlled atmosphere of oxygen (po51 mbar) during one
hour. This aluminum layer was not fully oxidized but th
remaining bilayer~Cu-Al! was not superconducting.18 We
want to stress the great asymmetry in oxidation conditio
between the two barriers. They are of very different natu
~thick aluminum electrode oxidized vs thin oxidized alum
num layer deposited on top of a copper layer!. Consequently,
very different oxidation conditions are needed to obtain co
parable transparencies~see below!. The multilayer deposi-
tion was completed by a 50 nm copper protection lay
Then, the base electrode and the junctions were defined
two-step optical lithography and dry etching procedure. T
sides of the junctions were insulated by deposition and
off of silicon dioxide ~300 nm!. Finally, a copper counter
electrode~500 nm thick! was deposited~see inset of Fig. 1!.
The junction areasS range from 232 to 30330 mm2. We
estimated the diffusion coefficient toD564 cm s21 and the
mean free path tol 512 nm in copper, so that the coppe
layer was in the diffusive limit. The SNIN samples we
fabricated using the same procedure, except the base
trode of aluminum was not oxidized.

Before considering SININ or SNIN junctions, we me
sured a simple 10310 mm2 Al-AlOx/Cu ~SIN! junction fab-
ricated with an oxidation of 1mbar during one h~see Fig. 1!.
From the value of the normal conductanceGNN50.36 S, we
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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estimate its transmission coefficient GSIN
5GNN(lF/2)2/GQS.231026, with GQ5(12 885 V)21

the quantum conductance andlF50.45 nm the Fermi
wavelength in copper. The normal conductance is in go
agreement with values measured by Kleinsasseret al.19 They
estimated the barrier resistanceRb as a function of exposure
E ~oxidation duration times oxygen pressure!: Rb(V mm2)
.2@E(Pa s)#0.4.330V mm2 in our exposure conditions
in good agreement with the barrier resistance 100/0
5280 V mm2. Note that, due to the large area of the jun
tion, GNN is much larger than in other measurements,15–17

which limits possible Coulomb blockade effects.
As ~incoherent! Andreev reflection is the only transpo

process available below the superconducting gap, one
pects the ratio subgap conductance to normal conductan
be hereGsubgap/GNN52GSIN5431026. However, we mea-
sureGsubgap/GNN5731023. This cannot be explained b
thermal excitations, as they are exponentially small. Suc
ratio (;1023) is consistent with other experiment
studies19,20and may be due to inhomogeneities in the barr
Another way to reconcile the observed relatively sm
Gsubgap/GNN ratio with theory is to introduce a small finit
lifetime for quasiparticles in the superconductorGs
.0.0067D.21 The conductance-voltage characteristics of
SIN junction follows the usual Hamiltonian tunnel behavi
and reproduces reasonably the BCS density of states of
minum (D5205 meV). The critical temperature of the alu
minum banks isT51.5 K.

We then measured a 20320 mm2 SININ structure. At
large voltage, its differential conductance-voltage charac
istic was close to the expected SIN-like characteristics~see
inset of Fig. 2!. Figure 2 shows the differential conductanc
voltage characteristics of this SININ structure at various te
perature at low voltage and the temperature dependenc
the zero-voltage conductance. We observed a peak of
ductance around zero-voltage that we attributed to cohe
multiple reflections between the two alumina barriers. T
zero-voltage maximum conductance is destroyed at temp
tures aboveT.200 mK,V.50 mV, andH.1022 T ~data
not shown!. We use the theory of Volkovet al.12 for the
diffusive SININ structure to fit our data. We obtain an exc

FIG. 1. Differential conductance versus voltage of a
310 mm2 SIN junction at T560 mK. The sudden drop atV
.0.7 V is due to a critical current transition effect in the aluminu
bank. No maximum of conductance is seen at low voltage. In
Schematic cross section of the vertical SININ structure.
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lent agreement using the following parameters:T560 mK,
D5210 meV, GSIN5531027, GNIN5231026, Gs54
31025D, andGNN50.23 S. This normal conductance lead
to an effective transparency of the structure ofGSININ
5GNN(lF/2)2/GQS.431027, in very good agreemen
with the obtained transparencies of the barriers: (GSIN

21

1GNIN
21 )21.431027. We also note that the transparenci

of the barriers are similar although the oxidation conditio
are very different. This points out the very different nature
the two alumina barriers.

Figure 3 shows the results of Volkov’s theory for a SINI
diffusive junction when the transparencyGNIN of the NIN
barrier is varied: ifGNIN is too large as compared toGSIN ,
the zero-voltage conductance maximum is not observable
this limit, the backscattering towards the SIN interface is n
large enough to produce the effect in our experimental c
ditions. This is what we observe in the SIN case~see Fig. 1!.
On the contrary ifGNIN is small as compared toGSIN , the
zero-voltage maximum evolves into a finite voltage ma
mum conductance. In order to observe this crossover
tween a zero- and finite voltage maximum, we considere
good SN interface case~large GSIN!, i.e., the generic SNIN
case.

Figure 4 shows the differential conductance versus v
age at various temperatures for the SNIN junction and
temperature dependence of the zero-voltage conducta
one observes indeed a finite voltage maximum conducta
as expected. The differential conductance shows a dip be
25 mV at low temperature. The low-voltage feature d
creases with increasing temperature and vanishes arouT
.140 mK. We also observe that the maximum conducta
is destroyed by a magnetic field of 1022 T ~data not shown!.
The conductance peak is around 11mV and does not move
significantly with temperature. We note a good agreem
between voltage (Vc511 mV) and temperature scales (Tc

t:

FIG. 2. Conductance versus voltage characteristics of a
320 mm2 SININ sample at various temperaturesT560, 90, 150,
180, and 225 mK from bottom to top. The conductance stea
increases at low voltage (V,50 meV) below T.200 mK. The
solid line represents the theoretical fit using the following para
eters: T560 mK, D5210 meV, GSIN5531027, GNIN52
31026, Gs5431025D, andGNN50.23 S. Inset: Temperature de
pendence of the zero-voltage conductance of the same sample
solid line is the theoretical fit with the parameters noted above.
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5140 mK.12 meV/kB). This accordance has already be
noticed in the reentrance context22,23 or in other mesoscopic
devices exhibiting coherent phenomena.9 It was explained as
a heating effect in the normal reservoir. Theories do not p
dict such an accordance if an equilibrium distribution fun
tion is supposed in the normal reservoir, mainly because
the asymmetric role of voltage and temperature in the Fe
function. Usually, larger voltage scales are expected but
observed.

FIG. 3. Three types of behaviors for the differential conducta
versus voltage, as predicted by the theory~Ref. 12! for a SININ
structure when the transparencyGNIN of the NIN barrier is varied.
Other parameters are kept constant:T560 mK, d530 nm, D
560 cm2 s21, andGSIN5531027. For a small NIN barrier~large
transparencyGNIN), the conductance is flat in voltage~at low volt-
age! as in Fig. 1 for a SIN junction. For comparable barriersGNIN

.GSIN , a zero-voltage maximum conductance is obtained as
Fig. 2 ~the fit is the same as presented in Fig. 2!. Finally, for a small
interface barrier SIN (GNIN!GSIN) a finite voltage maximum con
ductance is obtained as in Fig. 4 for the SNIN case. In this last c
nevertheless, the value of the subgap conductance~in particular the
excess of subgap conductance! cannot be reconciled with the
theory.

FIG. 4. Differential conductance versus voltage at various te
peratures. A finite bias anomaly is measured at 11mV. Note the
excess of subgap conductance as in mesoscopic SN junctions,
trarily to the predictions of the tunnel theory for SNIN junction
Inset: temperature dependence of the zero-voltage conductan
the SNIN sample. There is a maximum of conductance at T5140
mK, and a decrease of the conductance at lower temperature
note the good correspondence between voltage and temper
scales.
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We cannot obtain a quantitative accordance with
theory, in particular because we observe an excess of su
conductance, i.e., the integrated differential conductanc
larger thanGNN3D, whereGN is the normal conductanc
above the gapD. This is in contradiction with simple tunne
spectroscopy, the dip at low voltage being the minigap in
N/S bilayer. Such a measurement would be the product of
densities of states on each side of the alumina barrier
would obey an area conservation law, corresponding to
conservation of the number of electrons. On the other ha
this excess is very similar to the reentrance observed
Charlatet al.24 in a mesoscopic Al/Cu contact, although th
system is completely different.

A possible explanation to reconcile our observation w
the spectroscopy of the minigap could be the presence
heating at finite voltage. Indeed, there is no longer a con
vation argument for the subgap conductance if the effec
temperature for Fermi distribution of electrons varies w
the voltage. As noted before the observed coincidence
tween the temperature and the voltage at which the cond
tance is maximum is an indication that heating effects
probably important. We do not know of any model that tak
into account this effect in the context of a SNIN system.

Qualitatively, shifting the tunnel barrier from the supe
conducting interface~SNIN geometry! leads to a very large
increase of the subgap conductance as compared to SIN.
explanation is based on the existence of Andreev states in
SN bilayer that carry a large subgap current. This current
even exceed the normal current value at resonances, as
noted in the ballistic case.25–28

Even if we cannot compare quantitatively the absol
value of the subgap conductance with the theory, we n
that within the formalism of Volkovet al.,12 the differential
conductance is maximum at a voltage given byeV
.hD/L23(GSINd/ l ) ~see Fig. 3!. If we suppose there is no
heating effect to shift the maximum of conductance, para
eters of our samples (V511 mV, l 512 nm, d530 nm,
and D560 cm2 s21! lead to an estimation ofGSIN.2
31023, an intermediate value between a clean interface
a tunnel barrier, suggesting that the interface is disorde
Unfortunately, a direct measurement of this factor is ve
difficult.

We have fabricated Al-AlOx /Cu/AlOx/Cu ~SININ! and
Al/Cu/AlOx/Cu ~SNIN! structures in the diffusive regime
We observe the zero-voltage maximum conductance i
double-barrier SININ system, which is the analog of t
Fabry-Perot experiment with a superconducting mirror. F
thermore, by increasing the SN interface transparency,
observe the crossover between the zero-voltage and the
voltage maximum conductance. In SNIN, we measure
subgap conductance larger than the normal conductanc
any energy, similar to the reentrance effect. This excess c
ductance is not quantitatively understood theoretically.
possible heating effect at finite bias, not present in the th
ries, can prevent the direct comparison.

We would like to acknowledge B. Pannetier, A.F. Volko
A.D. Zaikin, F.W.J. Hekking, F. Pistolesi, and J.C. Cuev
for valuable discussions and J.L. Thomassin for techn
support.
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